Question 3

Was the relationship between the section (if any) and the course effective, and how could it be improved? What are the strengths and weaknesses of your teaching assistant (discussion section leader, lab section leader, grader or other assistant) as an instructor, and how might his/her teaching be improved?

Response 1

John Maheswaran

John is wonderful! He is invested and explains things well without giving away the answers.

Response 2

John Maheswaran

John is a fantastic TF! He is always clear and concise when answering questions and I have never felt lost after he explained why a program works in a particular way or why we should use a particular tool over another. He's the best.

Response 3

John Maheswaran

John's a boss. Super helpful and funny.

Response 4

John Maheswaran

John was great, always willing to spend the time to help others and keep people up to date with the material.

Response 5

John Maheswaran

EXCELLENT. He really truly cares about the students, and is the reason that I enjoyed and appreciated this class. He is a wonderful TF and not only is great at teaching material, but is also very dedicated to the students.

Response 6

John Maheswaran

I went to many different TAs, some of them could not help at all, but John was extremely nice and happy to help, he actually helped me the most, even when I saw him in the dining hall...

Response 7

John Maheswaran

No section, but office hours were helpful. John was especially good.

Response 8

John Maheswaran
John was great, and available for extra hours

**Response 9**

John Maheswaran

THE BEST TEACHING FELLOW EVER!!! Always super helpful, knows exactly what's going on, and really helps you understand the p-sets

**Response 10**

John Maheswaran

Most of the TFs for Programming were great, but John Maheswaran was phenomenal. Office hours were mostly very helpful for problem sets. Having another set of eyes looking through your code is always helpful, especially when you can't spot the bugs behind your codes.
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